Information Retrieval

Making your enterprise content work for you

Your business has massive amounts of data, but no one in your
organization can ever find the information they need. Your data is
growing in an unregulated manner outgrowing your storage and
management capabilities.

What is Information Retrieval?
Wouldn't it be great if you had a well-governed system where everything
was in its place and easy to find making it easy to collaborate without
any liability issues? Our cutting-edge analysis tools can help you quickly
take inventory of your content no matter where it resides, no matter
what its format.

The Value

The Proof

The Outcomes

• Increased productivity
and revenue

• Uncover the unaccounted
80 percent of relevant data

• Content becomes an asset
rather than a liability

• Regulatory compliance

• Cut liability by 25 percent

• Reduced liability

• Provide actionable business
insights in minutes

• Growth is managed and
governed but not hindered

• Manageability

• Self-service capabilities

What our clients say

The Capax Difference

"Capax was able to replace an obsolete search platform with a much faster
and feature-rich platform. They followed that up with a very successful
design and implementation of a high profile internal Enterprise Search
portal that has enabled our business to increase collaboration and reduce
[system] redundancy."
—Auction Company

Using a collaboration portal, Capax
can help you build an automated
governance and content management
system; creating more timely and
accurate business intelligence.

At Capax Global, our team has an unmatched background in commercial application development which makes our modern application
development, data platform modernization and advanced analytics practices enterprise class. We will be with you for your entire journey,
no matter where you are starting from, using our IDEA-based approach: Innovate, Design, Execute, and Achieve.
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